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Figure On Diversity, a figure drawing workshop series devoted to breaking down the boundaries of body exclusivity in the arts, will have its first Gainesville event on Sunday.

Figure on Diversity spotlights excluded identities in the art community
The French painter, who paid dearly for his ideals, demanded that art portray uncensored accounts of the present reality.

The Art of Propaganda: Gustave Courbet
Althea is a cute, fresh faced 18 year old model and this is from her very first nude shoot. She has a very youthful figure and soft innocent face that are perfect for many types of fantasy characters ...

Stock: New model Althea nude mermaid - fairy poses
The T&Cs to Hero Forge might seem a little restrictive. Do they really mean you can't show your painted minis on Instagram or paint them on a Twitch stream?

Mythbusting: Can you Instagram your Hero Forge models?
By Sophie Griffin There was celebration in the air at the Clubhouse in Wainscott on Sunday night. Families, friend groups and artists filled the back patio, which featured a stage, picnic tables, and ...

Clubhouse Hosts Live Mural And Graffiti Competition
His Kaido House brand has become a source for hardcore diecast collectors to drool over and, when the stars align, actually get their hands on a one-off, entirely scratch-built custom. But for those ...

Kaido House Has Mastered the Art of Custom Diecast Models
Loweth also took the opportunity to blast former colleagues whom they believed had tried to discredit them and Art School’s integrity and character.

Art School’s Eden Loweth Apologizes for Delayed Payments to Models
Fanhome, the leader in subscription-based collections and models, today announced its entry into the United States, marking the first time its products have ...

Fanhome Brings Marvel's Iron Man, Models and Other Popular Collections to the United States for the First Time
His art seizures paved the way for similar French excesses in Africa a century later. Yet the return of some treasures after his defeat set a model for museums today.

The Masterpieces That Napoleon Stole, and How Some Went Back
Three figure skaters, American Jason Brown and Canadians Paul Poirier and Kaitlyn Weaver, came out as gay and queer for Pride Month.

Three Olympic figure skaters come out — 2 gay men and 1 queer woman
Last season, Khanidtha Daroonnate based her design concept on the core idea of escapism and coming to an equilibrium, following the ongoing pandemic and unprecedented changes. For summer 2021, the ...

Modelling the Mughals
Facebook's AI team is moving all of its machine learning model deployment to the PyTorch framework, and standardizing on the framework for development, the company said Wednesday, during its F8 annual ...

Facebook AI’s friendly battle of researchers versus devs finds PyTorch triumphant
Loosened guidelines made it easier for museums to sell art during the pandemic, but so far it hasn’t produced a deluge.

When art museums got a green light to sell their art, Sotheby’s and Christie’s came running
Researchers identified optimal intervention combinations for six cities (one-quarter of all people with HIV in the U.S.).

Economic Modeling Shows Optimal HIV-Reduction Interventions Depend on the Location
The event, spread out through the city’s dealerships, brought a model tried elsewhere to one of the sector’s major capitals.

Gallery Weekend Brings London’s Art Scene Back to Life
The 1,020-horsepower Model S Plaid launched on Thursday with a sticker price of around $130,000. But a Tesla doesn't need to set you back six figures.

The Tesla Model S Plaid has arrived - here's how it stacks up to every other Tesla
Gen Art is repositioning for post-pandemic business while staying true to helping designers ring up sales. On Thursday, Gen Art will host a free outdoor event and fashion show at the Gray Matter ...

Gen Art Looks to Corporate Brands and Second Cities to Build Membership
The toymaker released images of some of the cars that could become a Hot Wheels model. Judges selected 10 ... Ford Falcon with a wide-body kit, gray paint with contrasting black stripes, and ...

Which one of these wild one-offs should become a Hot Wheels model?
The milled areas give the aluminium a fascinating contrast with the paint colour of the wheels - hence the name Contrast Cut. R 18 and R 18 Classic: Successful market launch with the First Edition ...
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